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ANALsYSIS OF' THE: CAL,TRRA'I'lON RKBUTLXKMKNl'S 
FOR THK FJOOSI'KH 

BEAM POSI'ICION MONITORING SYSTEM 

The purpose of the calibration mode fora the Booster Beam Position 
Monitoring (BPM 1 s:Jstem is to: 

1 . provide a method for correcting any position measurement 
errors due to 

_ mechanical asymmetries in the detector and 

Measurements made on each detector prier to its installation in 
the Rooster wi 1. I provi de the baei.c eql~at~ion relating the front end 
electronics output to the actual beam position at a par+,icular PUE 
station: 

(VA - VB, 
Position = M -----____ +P 

(VA + VP) 

where: 

"M" 

"VA 

has been measured to be on the order of 100 mm 
and is particular to a fziven detector i actual 
prototype value is approximately 53 mm) 

and "VP" are the voltages on the pickup eiec- 
trades. 

Cl1 

In the above equation, "P" is the apparent position offset (in mm) 
which results from the PUE having different electrical and mecha- 
nical centers ii-e., mechanical asymmetries within the detector J . 
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The value for P does nc,t a>r:ount. fc,r an> c!ffsets or unequal gains 
in the RPM fr-ant end ~1 ectt'clnics: thUS the VC! ItageS VA and i7B mUSt 

be corrected for this previolls to its insertion into equation Lll. 
This paper b7ill primarily fc)c~US c!n how the apparent beam position 
offset due to the BPM electronics can be minimized by correcting 

42 and 'b7B with ccnstaiits ootained during a calibration routine. 

Since we wi sh tc, c-8btai.n a position precision of 0 _ 1 mm. we 
need approximately 0 _ 1 X re,solution, or 60 dB of isolation be- 
tween the two input channe Is at the "front end" of the processin,s 
electronics i ie , up unt i. I !mth the EUTTI and difference of the t.wz'TJ 

input si gnal s i.? ac~%qui.l,ed ;>nd dizj tized i . This calcul_ation is hased 
upon measurements made on the protrctype e tectrostat,ic PIJEe fez\ the 
Booster. IJsing eqi>,At ic n r 1 1 , and assuming a perfect detector 
fi.e., P=O). then for (1. 1 mm po sitinn resolution, we require : 

i \,i * - i’B ) 

‘I C, . 1 mm = 1 Oil mm x --------- 

i ‘I’A + \‘B ! 

Although the processing electronics is aligned to achieve 60 dB 
isolation i between outputs ‘) previous to its installation in the 
Booster. a method i,c needed to account f-cjr any gain changes which 
might occur over time. 

The following assumptions and approximations are made to 
simplify this evaluation: 

3. The system AWs have sufficient resolution for their 
errors not to enter into the analysis_ 

2. The calibration ring maintains its original coupling 
profile to each pickup electrode for the duration of 
its lifetime. 

3. Since the coupling from the calibration ring to each 
pickup electrode is identical to within better than 
-60 dB, we can assume it to act as an ideal voltage 
divider (i.e., equal voltages appear on each plate). 

r 1:: I 

[3] 

Calibration results will depend upon both the gain setting of the 
electronics, as well as the number of turns which are integrated 
over during a particular machine cycle. 



. First. . it is shown t.hat the gains and offsets of components 
located in each of the two legs which i.mmed iate Iv fo L low 
the hybri~d ! i . e _ . the sum leg and the difference leg I ear! 
be combined _ 

_ These c‘c,nstants c-;~I~ then be used to realize expressions 
for the voltages which appear at the pickup plates I with 
reference tc3 the ca.L ibration vol.tage 1 _ 

_ The equations developed up to thjs point take voltages which 
can be read.ily measured by the .sy.stem .3nd relate them to the 
voltages at each plate, normalized to the calibration signal. 
Once the plate volt,ape.s are known, it is a simple matter to 
compute the di.fference.,'sum ratio. Upcsn calculation of this 
ratio. ,311 reference to the c3lihration signal vanishes. 

_ We now have a diff/sum ratio which is corrected for the 
electronics associated with a particular PUE station. We 
need only to insert this value into equation Cl] to obtain 
the fully corrected beam position (i.e.. corrected for both 
the electronics and the detector!. 

Figure 1A is a block diagram of the analog portion of the 
Booster BPM eleCtl-cJilic&5, from the detector to the input of the 
ADCs. There are two items of interest in this diagram which serve 
to simplify the ana'lysis. First, it should be noted that any los- 
ses in the cables which connect the PUEs with the electronics have 
been absorbed into the front end gains, GA and GB_ Second, 
there are no DC offsets to t-he I eft of the sum and difference 



t-:li,i:k , A s 3 result i;lf the front end amplifiers being capacitively 
co1 I jg.lle d t 0 t 11 e 1-1 yb r i cl . 

We wish to shc)w that the gains and offsets aesocisted with 
both tile Base Line Restorer (BLR i and the Integrst.or can be lumped 
together into one .gain and one offset i refer t.o Figure 1A ). 
Define: 

It should be noted that for .a gi-en gain setting and number 
of bunches. all of the offsets and gai ns associated with both 
the BLR and the integrator are constant. Therefore, 

G sum = Gl,G i a-n t-l C)sum = !jbGb';i + OiGi 

are constants. and VL;TJM, 
be represented by: _ 

the input voltage to iAI)i7)sum, can 

k_JM = VsGsum + C!sum- 

Similarlv ., the equation which relates the DIFF pert of the 
hybrid to the input of (ADCjdiff is: 

VI,IIFF = [: iVd + C+,- 1Gb- + 0i'lG-i' 

where the primed I’ ‘) subscripts are used to indicate the 
BLR-integrator pair in front of ( ArlC jdiff _ 

As before. for a given gain setting and number of bunches, 

c71 

Gdiff = Gl>-Gia Find Odiff = C+--'Gb'Gi' + Oi,'Gi' C81 

are constants, and the input voltage to (ADCidiff can be re- 
presented by: 

VDIFF = VdGdiff + Odiff- 193 
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where : I’ A at-l!:; \:B are the two PIJE plate voltages 

,-, 
:-‘sum - G !y] i f f =ire the values defined in C53 and [8l 

It ip idri red t.0 1-e able to determine the diff./s~~ni r3tio of 

the pl ate y.'ol tages. Co?-rected t‘ul-. iiny .gains or offsets due t.0 the 

electl~on i T:.C _ Since it ie n!-!t possible to Ftxpl icitly acquire ,211 cf 
the gains needed to calculate the voltages at each pickup, it is 
necessary to work with intermediate constants which can be readily 
measured by the system. These constants are obtained while manipu- 
lating a ca'l ibratjon signal at the i.nput to the RPM electronics. 

Equations Cl01 and Cl11 are the general expressions relating 
the gains and offsets within the EPM electronics to the voltages 
actually appearing at the sum and difference AD&, respectively 
i refer also to Figure JB1 _ Since these are the only voltages which 
are accessible to the FPM controller7 (via the system AD&), several 
readings must be taken during a cal sequence in order to obtain 
sufficient information to calibrate the electronics_ The required 
readings will be divided into three separate cases: 

2. VA = V,,Gc and VB = 0 

3. VA = tl and VB = V,G, 

where VcG, is the calibration signal appearing at each 
pickup electrode. 



During this po2~tic~n of the calih~ratiion 8!3gl_lEli!::e. the gain of 
each channel of tk?e EPM electronics is set to zex'o. Setting 
VA and VE to zero in r101 and Cl13 gives: 

and the offsets fcr both the sum and diff legs: in Figure 1F 
are the vcr ltaise,s measured by each respective ADC _ 

Note that each term on the right side of eql~atic!ns Cl41 and 
I: 151 is known. We now define a new pair of val>iables. each 
of which represents tbre result of the subtraction of two 
measured values: 

‘&A = “g~tq__~ - !jsum 

'.rdcA = VDIFF A - Cjdiff _- 

With the calibration signal at input R and no signal at 
input A, equations r li)] and [ 11 I become: 

V,G,,GRG,,m = f V~[pj R - OS,,, ) _ - 

VcGcGEGdiff = (VDIFF_E - !:'diff ) 

where VSTJM B and VDIFF R are the voltages at 
the ADCs when VA= 0 and VR= VcGc. 

Cl61 

rl73 

r181 

Cl91 

As in case 2 above, we define: 



A set of ca1.ibration constants consisting of Vs,A Y ?dc.p,. TJsoB and 
17do. is reglired for each gain setting of the BPM eleotronics 
used during a particular machine cvple. Modifying the member of 
integrating turns I N 1 ~?ill alx! req~.>ire a new set. of constants. 
One should note however. that .sin.oe the integrator offset is di- 
rectly proportional to the num!ser ot‘ t1lrtis, each set of calibration 
constants C for cdi fferent va ill65.E rf Mi i.-. linearly related. There- 
fore, for a given gain setting. T,[,TQ qa.tc of L- <. IL., calibration Constants 
are auffi r:iellt. to calci~! ate t.he porrec? ion for any other number of 
turns _ 

Equations C361, ITl?l, [ISO] and [',l] can be used to realize 
expres.sions fer the vol taees at e.ach plate. normalized to the 
&i i.hr?t.inti signal _ Mu! ti.plying both sides of equations r lCl] and 
['ll] by V,G, and re?rra.n,ging terms gives the following: 

where boldt‘ace type is used to distinguish between variables 
during actual operatic,)-' and the oal ii-*rat.ion "r:on.st.ant.s" f ie. wi.th 
respect to a particular machine cycle )_ Substituting equations 

[26] into [?'I L..,_, . and equations r17] and C21] into 11233: [16] and 

Equations C241 and C25] can now be solved simultaneously for VA 
and VD. normalized to the calibration signal: 

VA 
---- = 

VcGo 

VB 
---- 1 
VoG, 

I!!“UM_l_%L__~_--_--_________-!L-_:!k!? )(V,-J~B) + (VDIFF - Ojiff ) 

~"kAVdcB + VdcAVscB] 

II261 

iI 

It is now possi.ble to write expressions for both the corrected 
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difference and the corrected sum cf the two plate vcltages. The 
resulting expressions are: 

VA -- vs f VgJpj - ‘.Isum 1 ! v(-1,:. - Vclc~. ) + C VDIFF - CJcj i ff ) i lJs,z~ + lJsc-bA i 
_______ = ____________________----___~~~~-------------------------- [2Rl 
v,.c;, 

IL Y 

[!‘,,.i\\‘dzE + ~7,,E~.i-‘dcfiAl 
L-.--L. 

v_fJ +- VP, ! Vsm - ‘jsLlm I f 5’&F, + iid&, ) + ! Vr’IFF - ‘O$-ff ) i\lscp - ziscA ! 
------- = ________________________________________----------------- [I?:91 
v c’c;, [‘:scfiA1jdcE + i-iscE’:dcfi ! 

Performing the rati r:f eq_[Z:t?il to eq.1291 eliminates any depen- 
dance on the calibr,at.icn signal . and yields the following ecjuaticn: 

‘I DIFF i %uM - ‘~sim ) C V~:-:E - Vd17A ! + i VDTFF - OdiffJ ! ‘iTE,?p, + V,c:~ ) * 
1 _____ = _____-__--~--_______------_-___________-~~--~------------ * [ :31.-: - 

* SUM I Vsm - l^Jsum: (Vd!,p, + Vdc@,j + 'V~IFF - odiff !(VscIj - '7scAi * 

It is desired to have some method of calibrating the Booster 
RPM system so that a high level of confidence in its measurement 
accuracy can be maintained after its initial instal.lation. Anal- 
ysis indic:ates that a calibration routine can Ge performed which 
provides sufficient information to compensate for long term active 
cnmponent drift within the BPM electronics_ This information. when 
combined with a knowledge of the detector offset. can be used to 
determine the absolute position of the beam. 

Equation [30] provides a numerical value which can be inserted 
into rl] to obtain the actual position of the beam. corrected for 
apparent offsets due t.c# both the detector and the electronics. 
Constants obtained through a calibration routine cperate on the 
SUM and DTFF voltages retrieved by the RPM system during machine 
operiitinn (boldface type j. 

The help of Vincent Stanziani in the development of these 
calibration requirement,s is. greatly appreciated _ Many of his 
ideas and circuit modifications were instrumental in minimizing 
the amount of hardware required to achieve our calibration goals. 
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